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Team Oculus Announces Launch of All-in-One Oculus Quest 2 App
Comprehensive program explores the capabilities of VR through multiple

interactive experiences 

Athens , Ga – The app , Xperience Room , offers technology users and

companies the opportunity to test the scope of virtual reality on the

Oculus Quest 2 . In collaboration with the Innovation District , the Oculus

Team created an application for the VR headset showcasing the

strengths and potential of VR through demonstrative simulations .

Experiences included on the app exhibit the power of content

experience and creation for new and potential users . 

Currently , a lack of content and high hardware costs are a major barrier

to consumer VR adoption and for investors , a lack of established market

and slow market adoption are the main obstacles according to a recent

study . Both users and companies require higher awareness and interest

which can be achieved through exposure to the different types of

programs .

Xperience Room offers a concise introduction to the Oculus Quest 2 and

demonstrates how it can be used . Professionals can explore the potential

of VR in their business with hands-on simulations and regular users can

test content offerings in one interactive space . 

“As VR usership grows , potential customers and investors will be able to

venture into the world of virtual reality and sample some of the elements

of VR such as immersion , personal interaction , training , 3D visualization ,

and game play with the app ,” said lead app developer Simran Patel . 

The new application can be found on Applab and can be downloaded

onto an Oculus Quest 2 to explore the four simulations available .

“Before downloading Xperience Room I did not fully understand what my

Oculus Quest 2 was capable of ,” said VR enthusiast Taylor Gray . “It

allowed me to participate in experiences I could then look for on the

app store .” 

For more information on the Xperience Room visit xperienceroom .com . 
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FAQ 'S
What is VR? 
Virtual reality is computer generated

technology which creates an immersive three-

dimensional environment in which users can

interact using a headset and controllers . 

What does this app do? 
This app allows users to demo significant

functionalities on the Oculus Quest 2 which

demonstrates it ’s 3D and immersive

capabilities , hopefully conveying possible real

world applications of VR to its users .  

What is the cost of this app?
The application is free . 

Who is this app for?
People and companies who are new to VR and

interested in exploring the

possibilities/applications of the Oculus Quest 2

and VR in general . 

Will this work on my device? 
This application is currently only offered on

the Oculus Quest 2 .


